The Floor System The Others Look Up To

Transportable Concrete Floor
A lightweight, transportable slab that delivers
the precision of the Speedfloor steel joist system
without the cost of a mould.

The Floor That Broke The Mould
When you need a lightweight, high precision floor fast, nothing touches the Speedfloor
Transportable Concrete Floor for time and cost savings.
Why waste time pouring on site when you can have a perfect, custom floor delivered ready to go?
Our unique steel joist system is combined with a roll-formed perimeter channel to create a strong,
lightweight, concrete floor with slab topping between 65 to 95mm and maximum steel joist span of
4200mm, that can be manufactured without the cost of a mould.

Applications
The Transportable Concrete Floor can be used in residential single level sub-floor
applications, and has performed well where there is need for mass in the base of buildings
without the excessive weight of concrete floor cast in steel mould. The Transportable Floor
is a proven solution as a suspended floor such as carparks, and is also ideal where minimal
disruption is important.

Features and Standards
The roll-formed steel sections ensure dimensional accuracy and are galvanised to 275g/sqm or
450g/sqm. Because the floor requires no mould or formwork, any area can be produced within the
limits of the roll-formed sections.
The Speedfloor Transportable Floor meets New Zealand Building Standards and under normal
conditions, can be expected to meet the durability performance criteria set out in the New Zealand
Building Code for a period of 50 years.

System Advantages
•S
 ervice holes and connecting bolt holes are pre-punched into the boundary channels.
•L
 ifting eyes, pier positions and frame hold down connections are factory fitted.
•A
 vailable in thickness of 65mm to 90mm.
•R
 ecesses are easily pre-formed into the finished slab.

When strength and speed are what you need,
Speedfloor covers it all
When strength and speed are what you need, Speedfloor covers it all.
Speedfloor is the unrivalled roll-formed steel joist floor system, allowing for rapid
deployment and superior spanning for the most demanding flooring projects.
Designed and manufactured in New Zealand, Speedfloor floor systems are lighter
and faster to install than traditional timber joists or concrete slabs.
We stand by the quality of our products so you can stand on them with confidence.
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